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Abstract It is well-known that the tight lower bounds determine the effectiveness of the brancn and 
bound method for the NP-hard problems. In this paper, we present a new lower bounding procedure for 
the capacitated arc routing problem (CARP), one of the arc routing problems. They give the tight lower 
bounds and it is easy to develop an exact algorithm usinl~ their network structures. 

1 Introduction 

The routing problems have been studied by many researchers for more decades. The 

arc routing problem (ARP) is one of the routing problems which focuses on arcs in a 

network. This problem includes the well-known "Chinese postman problem (CPP)". CPP 

is a problem of covering all arcs in a network while minimizing the total distance cost 

traveled. CPP was presented by Meiko-Kwan [9] and solved polynomially by Edmonds and 

10hnson [5] based on the minimum-cost perfect matching problem (MCPM) in the general 

graph. CPP is said to be attractive, because it is an exceptionally well-solved problem in 

ARP and has a number of applications like mail delivery [5]. 

On the other hand, since CPP is a simple structured problem, there are many problems 

in ARP to which CPP algorithm is directly inapplicable. For example, the routing of street 

sweepers, snow plows [4], household refuse collection vehicles, the spraying of roads with salt

grit to prevent ice formation, the inspection of electric power lines [15] gas or oil pipelines for 

faults and so on. In this paper, we consider one of these problems, so called the capacitated 

arc routing problem (CARP). As is mentioned in [7], CARP includes such related problems 

as the traveling salesman problem (TSP), the Chinese postman problem (CPP) [2,5]' the 

rural postman problem (RPP) [3], the capacitated Chinese postman problem (CCPP), the 

vehicle routing problem (VRP) [6,10] and the general routing problem (GRP) [11,12]. 

Golden and Wong [7] showed that CARP is a NP-hard problem. Thus recent researchers 

have focused their effort on developing and testing heuristics. Also the lower bounding 

procedures [1,7,13] have been developed to estimate the efficiency of the heuristics. These 

lower bounds can be obtained efficiently by solving MCPM on simple structured networks. 

However, since they relax the capacity constraint, i.e., one of the constraints in CARP, 

we point out that bounds are not tight. Moreover, it is hard to construct an exact solution 

through a branch a.nd bound method using their network structures. In this paper, we 
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120 Y. Saruwatari, R. Hirabayashi & N. Nishida 

develop a new lower bounding procedure, so called node duplication lower bounding procedure 

(NDLB procedure). The network which we develop can treat the capacity constraint 

directly and it is easy to extend to develop an exact algorithm using its network structure 

[8,14]. We also present an exact algorithm based upon a branch and bound method briefly, 

there our NDLB procedure is carried out to obtain lower bounds for subproblems that are 

generated in our exact algorithm. 

In section 2, we define CARP and some terminologies used in the paper. NDLB 

procedure is developed in section 3. We also show the validity of NDLB and tightness of the 

bound. And an example of the procedure is demonstrated. In section 4, we present an exact 

algorithm based upon our NDLB procedure. In section 5, we report some computational 

results, which include comparison of our lower bounds with the best lower bounds which 

has published and the performances of our exact algorithm on some randomly generated 

test problems. 

2 Problem definition and notations 

In this section, we define CARP and some terminologies used throughout the paper. 

Given an undirected and loopless network N = (V, E, C) with each arc (i,j) 

associated with a non-negative demand q( i, j), where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of 

arcs ( c V x V ) and C is a set of arc traversal non-negative costs indexed by E. Also 

we assume that the capacity W (assume W 2 max q{i,j) ) of vehicles is given. CARP 
(,,) )EE 

is a problem of finding a set of cycles (tours) in a given network subject to 

1. each demand arc is served by exactly one vehicle, 

2. each cycle starts and ends at the depot node, 

3. each cycle satisfies the capacity constraint, i.e., total arc demands served by each 

vehicle do not exceed the vehicle capacity and 

4. the total cost of vehicles traveled is minimized, 

where depot node means the distinguished node such as a motor pool in the network (we 

assume node 1 as the depot) and demand arcs mean the arcs with positive demand. 

For a given network N, let ED(c;;, E) and VD(c;;, V) be the set of demand arcs and 

the set of nodes incident to demand arcs, respectively. For ED, let v{ ED) be the total 

cost on arcs in ED. For any node i E VD, denote by del
D 

(i) the number of arcs in 

ED incident to node i. For any nodes i, j E VD, let spl (i, j) be the cost of a shortest 

path from node i to j in N. 
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3 Node duplication lower bounding procedure 

A new lower bounding procedure for CARP is developed in this section. We call our 

procedure the node duplicated lower bounding procedure (NDLB procedure). 

Our NDLB procedure is based on the following observations. 

First we point out that since every demand arc is served by exactly one vehicle, total 

cost of traveling vehicles in an optimal solution of CARP is determined by the costs on 

arcs that are passed by vehicles without service. It is obvious that these arcs (or paths) are 

ones which connect demand arcs. Now we cut the demand arcs at their terminal nodes and 

regard each demand arc as separated one. Here for each terminal node of separated demand 

arcs, we will find an arc adjacent with a terminal node of another demand arc. Then if the 

total cost on arcs is minimized, it is clear that it provides a lower bound for CARP since 

we neglect the vehicle capacity in this case. 

Next, by the relation between the total demand on arcs and a capacity of vehicles, 

the minimum number of vehicles necessary to serve all the demand. Twice of the number 

corresponds to the number of arcs that are adjacent with depot. Thus a suitable number of 

copies of depot can be given to the calculation of a lower bound for CARP. 

This idea is realized by the following procedure. 

At first, we construct a node duplicated network NI = (Vt, El, Cl)' (We demonst.rate 

the procedures with network N in Fig. 1.) Defineafamilyofnodeiin VDU{l}, fam{i), 

which consists of a set of deffD (i) nodes that represent copies of node i. Given the total 

demand Q in N, denote by H:= r~ 1 a minimal number of vehicles necessary to serve 

Q. Let H = max{O,2H - deffD{l)}. In the case that H = 0 and Ifam{l)1 is odd, let 

H = 1. Add H nodes to fam{l). Here, VI is denoted by U fam{i). Thus there 
iEVDU{l} 

are 2.: deffD (i) + H nodes in "'1. El consists of these arcs so as to make (VI, El) 
iEVDU{l} 

a complete graph. Next we will assign each demand arc in N to some arcs in NI' For 

any arc (i,j) E ED, select a node (denote by k) in fam(i) and a node (e) in fam(j). 

Then the arc (k, e) is chosen as the demand arc in NI which corresponds to the demand 

arc (i,j) in N and is associated with the demand. We denote by ql{k,e) the demand 

on the arc, i. e., ql (k, £) := q{ i, j). It should be noted that we have to choose each demand 

arc in the graph (network) so as not to have cormnon nodes. It is clear that this is possible 

since Ifam{i)1 ~ degED{i) for any i E VD. Now let us define costs on arcs in El. The 

costs of demand arcs are set to be 00, costs of arcs connecting nodes which belong to the 

same family (resp. fam{l)) are denoted to be 0 (resp. 00) and costs of non-demand 

arcs connecting nodes belonging to the different families (denoted by fam{ i) and fam{j) ) 

are the cost of a shortest path, spl (i, j), between i and j in N. (See Fig.2. Here we 

only show the demand arcs.) 

We consider here an extension to incorporate the capacity constraint, as one condition, 
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(2,2) (2,2) 

r:\ (1,3) 
~,-------j 

~ (3,2) 

(3,3) (3,1) 

node 1 : depot node 

(A ,B)=( cost,demand) 

Vehicle capacity W =4 

Fig. 1 An example of network N. 

0-0 : demand arc 

: family 

Fig. 2 Node duplicated network NI. 
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in the node duplicated network. By the observation of the structure of the node duplicated 

network, we can easily find a set of arcs, E P , in NI that satisfies the following conditions: 

1) the arc connects two demand arcs and, 

2) the sum of demands of the two demand arcs adjacent to the arc exceeds W. 

The arcs in E P cannot be chosen in any feasible solution to CARP. Hence, a modified 

network N2 = n/2, E2, C2 ) can be constructed as follows: Set V;:= VI and E2 := El. 

For each demand arc (k, £) E Et, set the demand q2 (k, £) on the arc (k, £) E El to be 

q} (k, £). For arcs not in E P , the costs of the arcs are unchanged. For each arc in E P , 

prohibit it, i.e., the cost of the arc sets to be IXl. We call this rule a prohibiting rule and 

the arcs in EP are called prohibited arcs. 

To calculate lower bounds on the optimal value for CARP, we then construct the 

matching network N3:= (V3' E3, C3). 

Let V(l):= {i E fam(l) I i is incident to a demand arc} and set Va:= V;\V(I). 

Denote by (Va, E 3 ) the graph induced by the node set V3 • Then let C3 be the set of arc 

traversal non-negative costs indexed by the arc set E3 • 

The following NDLB procedure calculates MCPM on the matching network N3• 

NDLB procedure: 

Step 1: Construct the node duplicated network NI for the given network N. 

Step 2: Construct the modified network N2 from the node duplicated network NI. 

Step 3. Construct the matching network N3 from the modified network N2. 

Step 3: Solve MCPM on N3 . 

Step 4: Let M and v(M) be a MCPM opt.imal solution and its optimal value, respec

tively. Compute v(NDLB):= v(ED) + vIM). 

Here note that any matching on N3 can easily correspond a matching on the modified 

network N2 • Thus, we regard any matching on N3 and its corresponding matching on 

N2 the same one. 

Before describing the validity of NDLB and the tightness of the bound, we firstly 

introduce some graph theoretical definitions and notations. 

A path is a sequence P = (vo, el, VI, ..• ,en, vn) such that {Vo, VI, ... ,vn}, denoted by 

V(P), is a subset of nodes; {eb e2, ... , en}, is a subset of arcs; for 1 ~ i ~ n, the ends 

of ei are Vi-l and Vi. The path is said to be from Vo to Vn and to have length n. 

An elementary path is a path with Vi #- Vj for all i #- j. A cycle is a path with Vo:= V n · 

An elementary cycle is a cycle with Vi #- Vj for all i #- j and i, j #- 1, n. Two paths PI 

and P2 are disjoint if no nodes are contained in common, i.e., V(PI ) n V(P2 ) = 0. Given 
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a modified network N 2 , an alternating path ( cycle) with respect to N2 is an elementary 

path ( cycle) whose arcs are alternately a demand arc and a non-demand arc. We call an 

alternating path starting from a node in fam(1) to another node in fam(1) a postman 

path. A postman tour is a collection of mutually disjoint postman paths which satisfies the 

condition that each demand arc is contained in some postman path. 

The following theorem holds. 

Theorem 1 (Validity of NDLB) Let v(M) be the optimal value of MCPM on N3 . 

Then v(NDLB):= v(ED) + v(M) provides a valid lower bound on the optimal value 

v(CARP) of CARP network N = (V, E, C). 

Proof. Assume that an optimal solution for CARP network N = (V, E, C) is con

structed by H' cycles, Pi = (1, ei l ,"', ei n ., 1) (i = 1,2"", H'), (H' ~ Ifam(1)1/2). De

note by v(P;) (i = 1,2"", H') the sum of all arcs' costs in P; not served by the 

vehicle i. Let P: = (Vik_l' eik' Vik' ... , Vip_I, eip, Vip) be a path contained in P; which 

satisfies the condition that eik and eip are demand arcs served by the i-th vehicle 

and any other arcs in P;' are not served by the i-th vehicle. Then, it is clear that 

the path (Vik"", Vip_I) is a shortest path from Vi k to Vip_l or ik = ip - 1 ' Suppose 

that ei
k

, (ei
p
') be the first (last) demand arc in P; served by the vehicle i, then, it 

is also obvious that the path (1, eq , "', Vik,_J ((Vip" eip'+l'" . ,ein ., 1)) is a shortest path 

from 1 to Vik'_l( from Vip' to 1) or Vi k'_1=1(Vip,=1), i.e., (1,e. I,"·,Vik,_J 
is reduced to be (1), e.g., e'k' (ip' = 1) is incident to the depot 1. Hence, for 

i = 1,2,···, Ifam(1)1/2, each P; is naturally associated with a mutually disjoint post

man path A in N2 = (V2 , E2 , C2 ) since no two postman paths have common nodes in 

V2 , i.e., it implies that by the definition of N2 , any non-demand arc in E2 is associated 

with at most one postman path. 

We also use the notation v(P.) for the sum of all non-demand arcs' costs in Pi. Then, 

it is obvious that v(Pi) = v(Pi) for i = 1,2,···, Ifam(1)1/2. For P; (i = Ifam(1)1/2 + 

1"", H'), let (Vip" ei","', e'/3' Vik,_J be a shortest path from Vip' to Vik'_l in N. 

Then Pt = (Vik'_l' eik" .. " ei p" Vip" ei", ... , ei/3' Vie_J (i = Ifam( 1) I 12 + 1, ... , H') natu

rally corresponds to an alternating cycle A in N2 • And it satisfies v(P;) = sp/ (1, Vik'_l)+ 

v( Vik'_l , eik" ... , Vip,) + sp/ (Vip" 1) ~ v( Vik'_l ' ... , Vip,) + sp/ (Vip" Vik,_J = v(Pf') = V( A). 
By the construction of A (i = 1,2,···, H'), it is clear that for each demand arc in 

N 2 , there exists a unique path Pi that contains the demand arc. It is also evident 

that each Pi (i = 1,2,···, H') are mutually disjoint. Therefore, all arcs in some 

A (i = 1,2,···, H') except demand arcs form a matching on N2 . Then the following 
H' H' 

inequality holds. v( CARP) = v(ED) + 2:: v(P;) ~ v(ED) + 2:: v(A) ~ v(ED) + v(M). 11 
i=1 i=1 

In order to compare the tightness of the lower bound with the lower bounds which 

have been published, we briefly review the matching and node scanning lower bounding 
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procedure (MNSLB procedure) proposed by Pearn [13]. Pearn showed that MNSLB 

procedure provides the tightest lower bound among the existing lower bounds. 

Let S = {i E VD I delD(i) is odd } be the odd degree node set. In Pearn's 

procedure, it is assumed that degED(l) is even, thus, 1 rt S. Then MNSLB procedure is 

as follows. 

MNSLB procedure: 
Matching procedure: 

Q 
Step 1: Compute H:= r w 1· 

Step 2: Let the number r be (odd-degree) nodes in Sand l' = min{r,2H - de~D(l)}. 
Define U(K):= {ut, U2,···, UK}, where K is an even number no greater than 'F. Let 

N(SU(K)) be a network consisting of the node set S U U(K) with arc costs defined as 

follows: 

{ 

sp/ (i,j), if i,j E S, 

C;j := sp/ (i, 1), 

00, 

if i E Sand j E U(K), 

otherwise. 

Step 3: Solve MCPM on N(SU(K)). Let M(SU(K» and v(M(SU(K))) be an optimal 

solution and its value, respectively. 

Node scanning procedure: 

Step 4: Let ED(K):= ED U M(SU(K)) and J(K):= 2H - de~D(K)(l). 

Step 5: Renumber all the nodes in VD according to the cost of shortest path to the depot node 

1 so that sp/ (1,2) :5 sp/ (1,3) :5, ... ,:5 sp/ (1, n), where n:= IVDI. 
J 

Step 6: Let L(K):= min{J I L de~D(i) 2: J(K)}. 
;=2 

L(K)-l 

Step 7: Reset deffD(L(K)):= J(K) - L degED(i). 
;=2 

Compute possible bounds LB(K): 

L(K) 

Step 8: Compute LB(K):= v(ED) + v(M(SU(K))) + L sp/ (1, i)deffD (i). 
;=2 

Compute CARP lower bound: 

Step 9: Repeat Step 2 to Step 6 for K = 0,2, ... , 'F. 

Step 10: Compute v(MNSLB):= min {LB(K)}. 
O:S;K:S;' 

In matching procedure in MNSLB procedure, for each even number K, an optimal 

solution of MCPM on the network N(SU(K)) consists of arc set in which K arcs are 

incident to nodes in U(K) by the definition of costs on arcs in N(SU(K)). Hence, in the 
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original network N, the number of added arcs by MC PM solution which are incident to 

depot is K. Therefore, in node scanning procedure, 2H - de!!D(J{)(I) arcs according to 

the cost on shortest path from depot to each node in VD are added to N by considering 

the degree with respect to BD for each node in VD. Hence, it is not difficult to see that 

v(MNSLB) gives a lower bound for v( CARP). (For detail, see Pearn [13].) 

Then the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 2 (Tightness of NDLB) Let v(NDLB) and v(MNSLB) be the lower bounds 

obtained by applying NDLB procedure and MNSLB procedure, respectively. Then the 

inequality v(NDLB) 2:: v(MNSLB) always holds. if deg
ED (1) is even. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the value obtained by applying NDLB procedure on 

the matching network without prohibiting rule. Denote by NI such a network here. 

At first, we show that there always exists a MCPM solution on NI with following 

properties: 

(1) At most one node in fam( i) is matched with another node in fam(j)( i =I- j and i, j =I-
1), except when they are matched with nodes in fam(I), in this case all nodes in 

fam(i) are matched among them or with nodes in fam(I). 

To show (1), suppose that pE fam(i) is matched with q E fam(j) and r E fam(i) is 

matched with s E fam(k) (i,.i =I- 1). Then we construct a new perfect matching without 

increasing the cost by matching p with rand q with s. In the new matching, 

cI(p,r) (= 0) + CI(q,S) ~ CI(P,q) + cI(p,r) (= 0) + cI(r,s) = CI(P,q) + cI(r',s) SIllce 

the cost Cl (q, s) is the cost of a shortest path between nodes q and s and hence 

CI(q, s) ~ CI(q,P) + CI(P, r) + CI(P, s). 
Denote by M a MCPM solution satisfying the property (1). 

Let 5' be the odd degree node subset of 5 with the property that for node Z III 5', 

at least one node in fam(i) is matched with a node in fam(I). Note that the remaining 

nodes in fam( i) are matched among them by the property (1). Then 15'1 is even since if 

not, 151-15'1 is odd and it is the number of nodes that remain to match in NI' Consider 

MNSLB procedure for K:= IS'I. We construct a perfect matching M' on the network 

N(SU(K» as follows: 

(a) match the odd nodes in 5' with the nodes in U(K), 

(b) for the nodes in 5\5', match i with j if some pE fam(i) is matched with some 

q E fam(j) in M. 

Let v(M(SU(K») be the optimal MCPM value on SU(K). Then it is clear that 

v(M') 2:: v(M(SU(K))). Next, let consider a matching M c M that results by removing 

arcs in M which correspond to the arcs in M'. Here if several arcs are used among 
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Jam(i) and Jam(I), then we remove only one arc. Then M corresponds to max{O, (2H -

desfD (1) - K)} shortest paths from the depot to different nodes. In this case, a shortest 

path to node i is used at most desfD (i) times. Thus, this part cannot have a cost. less 

than the cost computed through step 4 to 7 in MNSLB procedure. / / 

Numerical example of NDLB 

We will show a numerical example of ND LB on the network shown in Fig.I. To show the 

efficiency of the prohibiting rule, we construct two networks, i.e., the network with/without 

the prohibiting rule. Suppose that the vehicle capacity W is 4. Since the total demand 

Q = 16, we have H = r~l = ¥- = 4, and v(E'D) = 15. 

We construct the node duplicated network NI (See Fig.2). Applying MCPM to the 

network, we obtain an optimal solution shown in Fig.3 in double lines. The optimal value 

v(M) is 15 and the lower bound becomes v(NDLB) = V(ED) + v(M) = 15 + 15 = 30. 

Next, we show NDLB with the prohibiting rule. Fig.4 shows the prohibited arcs and Fig.5 

demonstrates a MCPM solution for the network in Fig.4. The lower bound v(NDLB), 

then, becomes v(NDLB) = v(ED) + v(M) = 15 + 18 = 33. 

2 4 

------------------'---- 5 

C>--O : demand arc 

~ : an optimal solution of MCPM 
a : cost on arc 

() : family 

Fig. 3 An optimal solution for MCPM. 
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: demand arc 

: prohibited arc 

: family 

Fig. 4 Prohibited arcs in N 2' 

0--0 
0-0 
~=O 

. ' , , 

: demand arc 

: prohibited arc 

: an optimal solution of MCPM 
a : cost on arc 

: family 

Fig. 5 An optimal solution for MCPM 
with prohibiting rule. 
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4 An exact algorithm for CARP 

In this section, we briefly describe an algorithm that finds an optimal solution for CARP. 

Our algorithm is based upon a branch and bound method, thus it generates a sequence of 

subproblems. For the convenience, given two disjoint subsets of arcs I and J in N2 , 

we denote by S(N2, W, q2, I, J) a subproblem such that N2 is the modified network, W 

is the vehicle capacity and q2(i,j) is the demand on arc (i,j) E N2. Then, we say that 

the subproblem S(N2, W, q2, I, J) is CARP under the conditions that I (resp. J) is a 

set of nondemand arcs which is always (resp. never) included in any cycles. Note tha.t the 

original CARP can be described as S(N2, W. Q2, 0, 0). We call I included arcs and J 

excluded arcs. 

We show a branching scheme used in our algorithm. From the definition of N2 , a 

postman path in N2 corresponds to a cycle in the original network N. However, MC PM 

solution obtained by NDLB procedure generally consists of a set of alternating paths in 

N2 , i.e., alternating paths which do not always satisfy the capacity constraint, and/or 

alternating cycles. Our branching strategy is based upon the elimination of alternating 

paths which violates the capacity constraint and alternating cycles. We call this scheme the 

subtour elimination strategy. 

Assume that NDLB procedure is applied on a subproblem S(N2, W, Q2, I, J), and an 

alternating path P = (vO,el,vl," ',e2m+l,V2m+d has found, where {e2,e4,"',e2m} is 

the set of demand arcs and {el, e3, ... , e2m+1} is the set of non-demand arcs. Note that 

the alternating path P has terminal nodes in fam(l). Suppose that path P violates the 

capacity constraint. To eliminate the alternating path P, we construct at most m + 1 

subproblems Sr (N~, W, Q2, Ir, Jr), r = 1, ... , m + 1 as follows. 

r-l 

for r=l, .. ·,m+l, if LQ(e2i):::;W. 
.=1 

In the case that an alternating cycle with length 2m is found, we can construct m 

subproblems in the same way. 

Using our NDLB procedure and above branching scheme, our exact algorithm proceeds 

as follows (For detail, see [8] ): Set upper bound and add the problem S(N2 , W, Q, 0, 0) to 

the queue of subproblemsj apply NDLB procedure on the subproblem S(N2 , W, Q, 0, 0)j 

find an alternating cycle or an alternating path in N2 j if not exist, then update the upper 

bound and fathom subproblems from the queue of the subproblems, otherwise construct 

subproblems as described above and add them to the queuej select one of the subproblems 

and apply NDLB procedure on the network until the queue becomes empty. 

5 Computational results 

In this section, we report some computational results of our NDLB procedure and our 

SE algorithm. 
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The algorithms were implemented in Fortran 77 code on SONY NEWS 3680 (CPU: 

20MHz R3000, 32-bit workstation). Here we note that the number of nodes in a given 

network N is not essential to computational time. The computational efficiency is mainly 

influenced by the size of the matching network N3 , i.e., the number of nodes in N3 

almost equals twice the number of demand arcs. That is, we can say that the complexity 

of CARP essentially depends on the number of demand arcs. Thus, the algorithms were 

tested by solving a set of test problems with 10, 15 and 20 demand arcs. The costs on arcs 

were generated randomly. For each size of problem, 10 examples were generated and solved. 

Each table reports lower bounds given by Pearn's procedure, NDLB procedure without the 

prohibiting rule (denoted by NDLB t), NDLB procedure with the prohibiting rule (NDLB 

t), the number of prohibited arcs in the modified network, the optimal value, the number 

of generated subproblems, CPU running time. The bottom line shows the averages of the 

number of subproblems generated in the process and CPU running time. Now we summarize 

the results for each problem size. 

By the computational results, we can see that a good lower bound can be obtained 

by the prohibiting rule. Furthermore, we know that the efficiency of MC PM algorithm 

depends on the input size, i.e., the number of arcs since it uses a matching algorithm. By 

the prohibiting rule, there are lots of arcs which are prohibited. Thus, the prohibiting rule 

works well for MCPM algorithm. 

TABLE 1: The computational results of problems with IEDI = 10. 

Lower bounds SE algorithm 

problem no. MNSLB NDLB t NDLB t # of arcs optimal # of CPU time 
value subproblems [sec.] 

1 252.5 260.5 359.9 81 408.5 1 0.35 

2 194.0 280.4 301.8 60 339.8 24 1.57 

3 177.0 200.6 243.0 64 247.0 22 1.53 

4 162.9 179.6 217.4 36 217.4 32 1.08 

5 372.0 391.9 423.9 39 437.8 216 12.00 

6 165.1 172.9 189.3 67 189.3 4 0.45 

7 419.7 430.0 612.6 69 827.0 23 3.95 

8 514.1 524.4 828.9 39 867.6 201 4.82 

9 378.4 476.4 611.0 60 638.3 137 11.08 

10 176.0 206.1 291.1 57 384.7 99 5.95 

average 75.9 4.28 
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TABLE 2: The computational results of problems with IEDI = 15. 

Lower bounds SE a1godthm ~ 
problem no. MNSLB I NDLB t I NDLB t I # of arcs optimal # of CPU time 

value sub problems [sec.] 

1 169.4 263.9 321.7 93 337.5 67 ~).58 

2 257.4 257.4 300.6 23 300.6 98 :~.57 

3 150.1 165.3 165.3 60 192.0 191 22.78 

4 743.9 807.5 1026.1 259 1102.7 15 :J.93 

5 205.2 245.8 324.7 122 345.2 60 B.07 

6 412.7 445.5 520.0 171 591.9 2290 298.50 

7 347.8 366.9 373.0 84 373.0 32 :3.32 

8 416.4 444.4 517.0 134 569.3 623 7'7.10 

9 197.3 234.7 364.7 141 377.5 868 10.).20 

10 178.0 205.9 321.3 92 372.6 2041 11:).97 

L-__ a_v_er_a~ge~II ______ L-____ -L ____ ~L-. ____ -L ____ ~ ______ 6_28_.5-L1 ____ 6.3.30 I 

TABLE 3: The computational results of problems with IEDI = 20. 

Lower bounds SE algo'ithm ~ 
problem no. MNSLB I NDLB t I NDLB t I # of arcs optimal I # of CPU time 

value subproblems [sec.] 

1 680.9 683.6 815.4 387 983.0 68 65.22 

2 350.2 359.6 421.0 309 570.6 104 49.98 

3 325.5 337.1 428.9 342 484.4 242 122.10 

4 1335.7 1546.6 2365.6 490 2365.6 1 2.07 

5 159.6 199.8 369.3 79 642.0 4380 493.98 

6 1147.7 1546.6 1924.1 450 2078.6 1 2.27 

7 1016.8 1248.0 1321.8 216 1326.9 392 89.03 

8 740.4 879.8 959.4 201 986.8 98 55.35 

9 310.9 374.7 419.7 93 492.1 202 15.92 

10 526.9 716.2 826.8 71 829.9 3524 333.57 

L-__ a_v_eI_a~ge~" _______ L-____ -L ____ ~L-____ -L ____ ~ ______ 9_01_.2-L1 ____ 122.95 I 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed a new lower bounding procedure for the capacitated 

arc routing problem. Our lower bounding procedure provides the valid lower bounds on 

the optimal value for the capacitated arc routing problem and the tightest one theoretically 

compared with the bounds that have been published. We briefly introduced an exact algo

rithm based on the branch and bound method using our lower bounding procedure. Our 

algorithm is the first one that solves the capacitated arc routing problem exactly. 
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